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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Landslide inventory mapping is indispensable for landslide hazard and risk- assessment [1], the quantification of 

erosion rates [2], seismic hazard assessment [3], and after large events triggered by earthquakes or heavy rainfalls 

crucial to provide information on affected areas in time for support disaster response. VHR remote sensing 

imagery to perform such tasks is now commonly available, whereas the development of robust operational 

techniques to accelerate the mapping process is still lacking behind. A number of recent studies addressed this 

problem developing object-oriented rule-based classifiers [4-7] that function without training data but may often 

require adjustments of the thresholds. Recently proposed supervised approaches fall into pixel-based studies using 

parametric classifiers [8] and approaches using object-oriented features and non-parametric learning algorithms 

[9]. While only object-oriented approaches can fully exploit the rich textural and spatial information content of 

VHR resolution images, both techniques achieved high mapping accuracies and but still require an extensive 

amount of training data. The acquisition of training data is typically associated with significant costs and an 

optimal training set should therefore be as small, while still representative for the target classes. In the domain of 

machine learning active learning has evolved as key concept to address such issues [10] and recently becomes 

more commonly used to reduce the labelling costs for remote sensing image  classification of [11]. Active 

learning techniques have been adopted for the supervised segmentation of  remote sensing images [12] but to the 

best of our knowledge yet no studies have  been dedicated to the exploration of active learning heuristics for 

object-oriented image analysis. Furthermore, except a study presented by Liu et al. [13] the significance of spatial 

domain is often neglected in the sampling design leading in the worst case to queries with disperse spatial 

distribution and therefore inappropriate for an interactive labelling of a training set through field work or image 

interpretation. This study extends upon previous work that investigated the suitability of the Random Forest (RF) 

framework [14] for object-oriented mapping of landslides from VHR remote sensing images. The aim is to 



incorporate an active learning heuristic to focus the labelling process on most uncertain image section and test if 

the resulting training set provides accuracy enhancements when compared to standard stratified random sampling. 

 
2. DATA AND METHODS 

 
2.1. Test site and data 
 
The study area is located in the Brazilian Serrana mountains north of 

Nova Friburgo in the Rio de Janeiro state. On 11-12 January 2011 the 

area was affected by heavy rainfalls (>250 mm) which triggered 

thousands of landslides and claimed more than 1500 victims [15]. 

Geoeye-1 images of the region were recorded on the 20 January and 

pre-event imagery from the same sensor was available for at the 26 

May 2010. A reference inventory polygons (Fig.1 b) was digitized 

through visual interpretation of both images and in combination with 

topographic data. For all experiments a subset comprising an area of 9 

km2 was selected (Fig.1 a). 

 
2.2. Image segmentation and feature extraction 
 
Image segmentation was performed on the post-landslide image with 

equal weights of the panchromatic and multispectral bands using the 

eCognitions multi-resolution segmentation [16] with a scale factor of 

10. For the resulting approximately 400.000 objects a set of  106 

features describing intensity values, band ratios, texture, shape, 

neighborhood relationships and topographic location of each objects 

was calculated and the a reference class was assigned considering the 

overlap (majority vote) with the reference inventory. 

 
2.3. Active Random Forest 
 
The adopted active learning approach follows the query-by-

committee strategy [17] where samples, which the committee is the 

most uncertain about, are repeatedly queried for labeling and added to the training sample. A  RF with 500 trees 

was used as a base classifier. One possible measure for classification uncertainty of a RF is the vote entropy 

which is calculated as in Eq.1. 
 

	∑ ∗ log		∈ ,         Eq.1 

Fig. 1 (a) Post-disaster imagery of the 
study site. (b) Detailed view of the 
reference inventory (landslide source: 
light orange, track/deposit: dark orange) 
showing landslides that affected the 
suburbs of Nova Friburgo. 



 
p0 is the thereby the fraction of the trees that label the sample as non-landslide and p1the fraction that label the 

same sample as landslide. To avoid spatially disperse queries which are impractical for interactive annotation the 

algorithm also considers the spatial domain through region-based queries.  For this purpose the mean ei of all 

objects is calculated within a circular sliding window, all objects from the region with the lowest ei  on the current 

map (Fig. 2 b)  are added to the training set , and the classifier is retrained. For the presented experiments we 

considered a circular sampling area with radius of 100 m. This extent can be adjusted according to the 

accessibility of the terrain and the requirements of the user, and controls the size of the batch added to the training 

sample in each iteration. This adaptive strategy was tested over ten iteration and compared to random queries on a 

spatial coverage stratification [18] (Fig. 2 a). The first sampling area was forced to contain at least one landslide 

sample since both techniques require examples from both classes to initiate. In each iteration (n=10) the 

classification accuracy was assessed on the remaining datasets not used for training. To also assess the stability of 

the learning strategies both routines were repeated ten times. 

 
Fig. 2 (a) Spatial stratification and random selection of 10 sampling areas. (b) Iterative entropy-based selection of 
10 sampling areas. 
 

3. RESULTS 
 
Fig, 3 demonstrates that the proposed active sampling strategy yields steeper learning curves and higher 

classification accuracies with lower variance than spatial random sampling. As landslide affected areas and 

similar image objects feature generally high classifier uncertainties (Fig. 2 b) the entropy-based heuristics also 

alleviates the class-imbalance problem because it focuses the labeling efforts on affected areas and thereby favors 

a more balanced class ratio within the training sample (Fig, 3 c). The proposed algorithm is simple and efficient to 

enhance mapping accuracies at reduced labeling cost while furthers enhancements may be possible considering 

the density and clustering of the data and an additional step for backward feature selection. 



 
Fig, 3 Comparison of learning curves for (a) spatial coverage random sampling (b) entropy-based queries based 
on an active Random Forest and (c) development of the class ratios in the training samples of both routines. 
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